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ABSTRACT: Nonlinear disordered photonic media (NDPM), composed of a random
configuration of noncentrosymmetric crystals, offer a versatile platform to tailor nonlinear
optical effects. The second-harmonic generation (SHG) and its random quasi-phase-
matching (RQPM) in the multiple scattering regime are still poorly explored. In this work,
we bottom-up assemble NDPM in two different geometries by using LiNbO3 nanocubes
as building blocks and investigate both the multiple scattering and the nonlinear
properties. We produce disordered slabs with a continuously variable thickness and
microspheres with different diameters, which display a remarkable strong light scattering,
evidenced by a subwavelength transport mean free path ( *). We first provide explicit
evidence that the SHG power scales linearly with both the thickness of the slab and the volume of the microspheres. These
observations generalize the characteristic linear scaling of RQPM power with the volume to the multiple scattering regime and to
different sample geometries. Our structures represent a promising platform to investigate the interplay between disorder and optical
nonlinear effects.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The study of disordered photonic media, in which the light is
multiply scattered, is an active field in optics.1,2 The interest
ranges from fundamental transport properties such as
Anderson localization,3 the mean path length invariance,4

and the anomalous diffusion of light,5 to applications for laser
sources6 and in biomedical imaging.7−9 Recently, an increasing
interest has been dedicated to coherent nonlinear light
generation in disordered photonic media, in particular to the
second-harmonic generation (SHG).10,11 One advantage is
that photonic disorder relaxes the stringent phase-matching
conditions of high-quality crystals, enabling a broadband
harmonic generation independently from the pump polar-
ization.
SHG in disordered media has been extensively studied in

transparent polycrystals within the random quasi-phase-
matching (RQPM) framework.12,13 This considers a disor-
dered distribution of non-scattering χ(2) domains that
generates nonlinear waves with random amplitude and phase,
under the excitation of a pump beam. The interference of the
SHG from the many random sources leads to a global SHG,
whose power scales linearly with the sample thickness. This
linear scaling, whose properties have been investigated in
recent numerical studies,14−16 is a fingerprint of RQPM,12

since it is in contrast to the quadratic scaling of both phase-
matched and quasi-phase-matched crystals.17

Differently to the typical RQPM scenario, nonlinear
disordered photonic media (NDPM) can have noncentrosym-
metric domains that are also scattering sites. Recently, several

studies have investigated the SHG generated from a NDPM in
the multiple scattering regime focusing on properties, such as
the intensity distribution,18 the polarization dependency,19 and
the nonlinear speckle pattern.20 Nonetheless, investigating the
robustness of the RQPM scaling in the multiple scattering
regime presents several experimental challenges. The first
difficulty lies in the material fabrication, which requires
combining multiple scattering and second-order nonlinearity
in a single medium. The second difficulty is the accurate
characterization of both the scattering and the nonlinear
properties.
Kurtz and Perry first reported the SHG from a scattering

powder obtained by grinding the bulk materials in smaller
grains of about 10 μm.21 They only mentioned the linear
scaling of the SHG with the powder thickness, without
displaying the results and with no characterization of the
scattering strength of the powder. Several experimental studies
on SHG in NDPM were carried out on electrochemically
etched GaP and GaAs slabs, which show a large second-order
nonlinearity and remarkably strong scattering properties thanks
to their porous (network-like) structure.22−24 Using a slab of
porous GaP, Faez et al.25 studied the SHG in a carefully
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characterized multiple scattering regime. They also observed
the linear increase of the emitted SHG power with the sample
thickness, but did not display the data. Indeed, to measure the
SHG scaling, they used multiple samples with increasing
thicknesses, which were etched independently, potentially
generating different internal structures. This lack of control on
the size distribution of the crystalline nanodomains, may
introduce systematic differences in both the SHG and the
scattering properties of the samples. As a result, there is no
explicit demonstration of the RQPM scaling for the SHG in
nonlinear disordered photonic materials, although the effect
has been clearly predicted by models combining RQPM and
the light diffusion hypothesis.25,26

In this work, we fabricate nonlinear disordered photonic
media by bottom-up assembly of lithium niobate (LiNbO3)
nanocubes into slabs of variable thicknesses as well as into
regular microspheres of different diameters. The size
distribution is known thanks to the a priori characterization
on the crystalline nanocubes, as well as to the absence of an
etching phase. We provide explicit evidence of RQPM in the
multiple scattering regime by showing the linear scaling of the
transmitted SHG power with the slab thickness as well as with
the volume of the microspheres. Both the slab and the
microspheres display a remarkably strong scattering in the red
part of the visible spectrum and hint to an even stronger
scattering regime at shorter wavelengths (blue to the
ultraviolet), for which signs of Anderson localization are
expected.3,27 Thanks to their peculiar features and to the
convenient bottom-up fabrication method, the presented
assemblies are a suitable platform to investigate the interplay
between linear and nonlinear optical phenomena in the
multiple scattering regime.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We assembled the slabs and the microspheres starting from
crystalline LiNbO3 nanocubes that were produced via
solvothermal synthesis, following the procedure detailed in
the work by Timpu et al.28 This chemical synthesis allows for a
precise control of the size distribution of the produced
nanoparticles. Additionally, it prevents the creation of defects
and strain, common when grinding wafers to powders, which
can cause undesired sub-band gap absorption.29 The nano-
cubes have sizes ranging from 100 to 400 nm, a refractive index
of n ≈ 2.3 and negligible absorption at visible wavelengths.30,31

Despite the nanometer size, they maintain the noncentrosym-
metric hexagonal R3c crystal structure of bulk LiNbO3 that
enables SHG. Moreover, experiments on single nanocubes
have evidenced geometry-dependent optical properties, such as
a Mie-resonant scattering cross-section in the blue and near
UV and the consequent enhancement of the SHG efficiency.28

■ NANOCUBES ASSEMBLED IN SLABS
We assembled the nanocubes into slabs by drop deposition
and solvent evaporation. An aqueous suspension (2 wt %) of
the LiNbO3 nanocubes was mixed with 30% poly(vinyl
alcohol) and deposited over a glass substrate framed with
hydrophilic tape, as depicted in Figure 1a. The sample was
placed onto a horizontal substrate holder within an isolating
box filled with ice water to keep the sample at 0 °C. After 36 h,
the nanocubes were deposited and the water had evaporated.
In a droplet drying on a flat hydrophilic surface, a faster
evaporation occurs at the edges of the droplet, and this
generates an outward flow responsible for the accumulation of
the solute at the borders, a phenomenon known as the coffee-
ring effect.32,33 We prevented this effect by adding the frame,

Figure 1. Fabrication and thickness characterization of disordered LiNbO3 slabs. (a) Schematic of the inverted meniscus technique to avoid the
coffee ring effect. The contact angle between the liquid and the frame ensures a uniform deposition in the center of the sample. (b) Top view of a
typical sample. Prior to the deposition, the substrate was cleaned with acetone and ethanol, followed by 10 min of plasma cleaning. The white circle
is the slab and the black frame around it is the tape. The slab is unsealed from the top. (c) SEM image of the slab surface composed of nanocubes of
LiNbO3. (d) 2D map of the thickness of the slab measured by profilometry technique. (e) Measured thickness along the white dashed line reported
in (d) with a close-up on a smaller region of 0.1 mm. The sample can be considered flat on the length scale of the beam diameter (30 μm).
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which ensured that the meniscus of the suspension stayed
concave during the evaporation of the water. This inverted
meniscus technique made the suspension evaporate first in the
center of the droplet such that the resulting internal capillary
flow carried most of the nanocubes toward the center of the
droplet where they were deposited. Under visible light
illumination, the slabs have the white appearance that is
typical of multiple scattering media, Figure 1b. The scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image reported in Figure 1c
reveals that the nanocubes are uniformly packed across the
lateral size of the slab with a volumetric filling fraction of 55 ±
5%, as measured by image analysis (see Supporting
Information, Figure S1). Figure 1d shows a map of the slab
thickness over the entire sample area and Figure 1e a cross
section of this map. The slab thickness has a maximum at the
center of the sample and decreases smoothly along the radial
direction. In this condition, the sample is effectively flat on a
length scale much larger than the slab thickness and multiple
thicknesses can be readily obtained by translating the sample
with respect to the laser beam.
A quantification of the scattering strength of the slab was

carried out by measuring the scaling of the total transmission
with the thickness, which allows one to retrieve the transport
mean free path *.34 The experimental setup used for this
procedure is depicted in Figure 2a. The light from a Ti:Sa laser
is focused onto the sample at the entrance port of an
integrating sphere. The transmitted light is collected within the
sphere and a part of it is guided to a power-meter through a
fiber. A 2D map of its transmittance at 930 nm wavelength is
shown in Figure 2b. The measurement was obtained by
moving the sample in the plane orthogonal to the pump beam
with a 200 μm pitch between measurement points. This choice
guarantees that each transmission value refers to an
independent configuration of the sample disorder. Through

point-by-point matching of the transmittance map (Figure 2b)
with the thickness map (Figure 1a), we derived the scaling
relation reported in Figure 2c between the inverse of the total
transmission and the slab thickness. Modeling of the data with
the photonic Ohm’s law reported in eq 135 allows us to retrieve
the transport mean free path *
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the extrapolation length, and Ri is the internal reflectivity
calculated with Fresnel laws by using the effective refractive
index of the slab (Figure S2). The basic assumption of eq 1 is
the diffusive propagation of light within the slab. To fit the
experimental data, eq 1 can be recast in the following eq 2:
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in which * is the only free parameter. The characterization of
the scattering strength was performed at several wavelengths
between 750 and 1000 nm. The linear fit obtained by applying
the model to the data measured at 930 nm is reported in
Figure 2c. The obtained values of * are displayed in Figure 2d
and reported in Table 1. For all considered cases, * has a
subwavelength size, which is smaller than the slab thickness (5
μm), providing evidence of the strong light scattering within
the slab and of the multiple scattering regime (see Table 1).
The obtained values of * appear particularly interesting
looking at the corresponding inverse scattering efficiency
k 2 /π λ* = * . As this parameter gets closer to 1, the diffusive
regime reaches its limit of validity and signs of Anderson
localization of light can emerge.3,27 Our sample shows a

Figure 2. Characterization of the scattering properties of the slabs. (a) Schematic of the setup with the sample placed on motorized stages to access
the 1 cm2 surface and with an integrating sphere to collect the transmitted light. The inset depicts the working principle of the integrating sphere.
(b) Measured 2D map of the transmittance measured at 930 nm of pump. (c) Reciprocal total transmittance over the thickness with the linear fit,
the error bars represent the standard deviation of all the data collected at the same thickness. (d) Transport mean free path for different
wavelengths between 750 and 1000 nm; additional plots in Figure S3.
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k 3.9* = at 750 nm, which is close to the smallest value
reported for visible light of 2.6.22 Moreover, the observed
linear decrease of k * with the wavelength, reported in Figure
2d, suggests that a k * closer to 1 (i.e., stronger scattering)
could be reached at wavelengths shorter than 750 nm. This
possibility of a continuous decrease of k * is also supported by
the resonant scattering cross-section and wide transparency
window of the individual nanocubes in the blue spectral
region.28

We performed the nonlinear characterization of the
disordered slabs by collecting the transmitted SHG with a
microscope objective (Zeiss 100×), after filtering out the
fundamental pump wavelength. As for the transmittance, a 2D
map of the SHG was obtained by laterally moving the sample
with respect to the laser beam. The result is shown in Figure
3a. Similarly to the linear measurements, we established a one
to one correspondence between the thickness and the SHG
maps, obtaining the SHG power scaling with the slab thickness
reported in Figure 3b. Fitting this data with the power law y =
βxα returns an exponent of α = 0.98 ± 0.03. This observation
agrees with the theoretical prediction derived for the SHG in a
multiple scattering medium,26 which predicts that both the
forward- and the backward-emitted SHG power grow linearly
with the slab thickness.36 The linearity of the scaling relation
provides evidence of RQPM in the presence of multiple
scattering of the pump and of the SHG light. This linear
scaling is a key result of this study, which has not been
reported explicitly in previous works. Interestingly, our
measurement shows a deviation from the predicted linear
trend at larger thicknesses (above 4 μm). A possible

explanation might be found in the hypothesis of the considered
model, which assumes a diffusive regime for the multiple
scattered light, that is, a slab thickness much larger than *. The
thicknesses of our slab spans from 2 to 10 transport mean free
paths, hence, we might be observing a transition between two
different linear scalings of the SHG due to a redistribution
between the forward- and backward-emitted SHG.25 Up to
which extent the SHG power scaling with the volume depends
on the geometry of the sample is an open question. Indeed, the
compensation mechanism leading to the linear scaling of the
SHG intensity with the slab thickness, or equivalently of the
SHG power with the volume, is in principle geometry-
dependent since the specific light distribution depends on the
sample geometry. We tackled this question considering
samples with a nonslab geometry, in particular, by fabricating
disordered microspheres that multiply scattered light and by
investigating the scaling of the SHG with the volume.

■ NANOCUBES ASSEMBLED IN MICROSPHERES

We fabricated the disordered microspheres by using the same
LiNbO3 nanocubes that we used for the slabs. We used an
emulsion-templated assembly technique,37,38 consisting in
mixing 10 μL of aqueous dispersion of the nanocubes (2 wt
%) with 1 mL of surfactant-loaded (10 wt % SPAN 80)
hexadecane, followed by an emulsification process obtained
though mechanical shaking. This generates a polydispersed
distribution of water-in-oil droplets filled with the nanocubes,
which are collected and then deposited on a glass substrate
with a pipet (Figures S4 and S5). The water in the droplets
diffuses into the oil, shrinking the size of the droplets and
forcing the nanocubes to assemble into microspheres, as
depicted in Figure 4a. During this process, the Brownian
motion of the nanocubes in the droplets ensures that each
nanocube is positioned and oriented randomly within the
microsphere. The obtained microspheres have diameters
ranging from 2 to 40 μm.
An optical image of a microsphere with 35 μm diameter is

shown in Figure 4b. Its white appearance, similar to the slab
sample, is a solid indication of multiple light scattering. In
these spherical assemblies the transport mean free path *
cannot be directly measured with the technique employed

Table 1. Transport Mean Free Path and Inverse Scattering
Coefficient at Different Pump Wavelengths

wavelength (nm) * (nm) k· *
750 476 ± 6 3.9 ± 0.1
800 567 ± 7 4.4 ± 0.1
850 649 ± 8 4.8 ± 0.1
900 752 ± 12 5.3 ± 0.1
930 788 ± 14 5.4 ± 0.1
950 831 ± 22 5.5 ± 0.2
1000 927 ± 34 5.8 ± 0.2

Figure 3. SHG measurements from a LiNbO3 slab. (a) 2D map of the SHG for the pump at 930 nm of pump. As expected the SHG intensity is
maximal for the maximum thickness. (b) SHG power at different sample thicknesses. Every point is an average over many measurements with
comparable thickness, and the error bars are given by the standard deviation of these measurements. In the thickest part of the sample, we observe a
reduction of the slope likely caused by the increase of the backscattered SHG in comparison to the forward transmitted one.
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before, since the photonic Ohm’s law strictly applies to the slab
geometry.35 Nonetheless, it is possible to estimate the * of the
microspheres through the analysis of different SEM images,
like the one displayed in Figure 4c. This returns a volumetric
filling fraction f f = 52 ± 4% (Figure S1), which is slightly
smaller than that of the slabs f f = 55 ± 5. From this filling
fraction we can estimate that the transport mean free path of
our microspheres should be equal to or shorter than those
measured for the slab samples (Table 1). This estimation

follows from the fact that the transport mean free path of a
disordered assembly is minimal (i.e., strongest scattering)
around a filling fraction of 30% and it increases for denser
structures,39 like our microspheres.
The nonlinear optical properties of the spheres were

characterized by using the setup depicted in Figure 5a,b. We
illuminated the microspheres with the same laser pulses that
were used for the slab experiment at λ = 930 nm and collected
the SHG in transmission with a microscope objective (50×
Zeiss apochromat). The spectral measurement as well as the
quadratic power-scaling of the nonlinear signal, shown in
Figures S7 and S8, confirm that we are detecting SHG from
the sample. The SHG emitted by 25 microspheres with
diameters between 1 and 15 μm is shown in Figure 5c. Power-
law fitting with the function y = αxβ returns a best-fit exponent
of β = 2.76 ± 0.34, which corresponds to a linear scaling of the
SHG power with the volume of the assembly (i.e., with the
number of nanocubes), as shown in the inset of Figure 5c. In
the case of a sphere, in which conventional diffusive equations
are challenging to solve due to nontrivial boundary conditions,
we retrieve a linear trend of the SHG power versus the volume.
This observation demonstrates that the compensation
mechanism discussed before for the slab case, that is, that
the laterally growing illuminated volume and the continuously
attenuated pump power compensate to return the typical
scaling of RQPM for transparent media,26 applies to a larger
class of sample geometry. The bigger microspheres (above 8
μm) slightly deviate from the linear trend, which can be
explained with a partial redistribution from transmitted to
backscattered SHG, similarly to the behavior in the slabs
shown in Figure 3b. An alternative explanation for the
observed deviation could be that the diameter of the
microspheres gets comparable to the size of the Gaussian
profile of the pump beam (fwhm 18 μm) and that, therefore,
the bigger microspheres of the data set are illuminated with
less average intensity than the smaller ones.

Figure 4. Fabrication of the LiNbO3 microspheres. (a) Principle of
the emulsion-templated assembly of the LiNbO3 spheres. (b) Dark-
field microscopy image of an assembled microsphere obtained with a
50× apochromat objective. The white appearance suggests that the
light undergoes multiple scattering in the microspheres. (c) Scanning
electron micrograph image of an assembled microsphere, which was
also used to precisely measure the volume the microspheres. A few
larger cubes (600 nm) can be seen on the surface, with a negligible
impact on the properties of the assembly due to their rarity.

Figure 5. Nonlinear optical characterization of the microspheres. (a) Schematic of the setup used to measure the SHG. (b) Sketch of the
fundamental beam propagating in the assembly together with the second harmonic generated light. (c) SHG scaling with the microspheres
diameter and data fit with a power law function, proving the linear scaling with the volume, signature of the RQPM regime. Inset: SHG reported as
a function of the microspheres volume, explicitly showing the linear scaling with volume over more than 2 orders of magnitude.
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■ CONCLUSIONS

We used LiNbO3 nanocubes with two different bottom-up
assembly techniques to fabricate nonlinear disordered
photonic media with both slab and spherical geometry. We
investigated RQPM for the SHG in the multiple scattering
regime by experimentally looking at the scaling of the SHG
with sample size for two geometries of the multiple scattering
medium. The presented fabrication methods enable varying
the sample size while keeping both the scattering strength and
the nonlinear optical properties stable. Characterization of the
scattering strength returned a minimal value of * of 476 ± 6 at
750 nm wavelength, corresponding to an inverse scattering
coefficient of 3.9 ± 0.1. This value and the observed decreasing
trend with the wavelength makes our samples a promising
platform to study the Anderson localization of the SHG in
three-dimensional multiple scattering media with second-order
nonlinearity, which is an unusual physical scenario.18 The
observed linear scaling of the SHG power with the slab
thickness provides the first explicit evidence of RQPM in the
multiple scattering regime. An equivalent linear scaling of the
SHG power with the volume is observed for the disordered
microspheres, showing that the RQPM scaling is independent
of the geometry of the multiple scattering sample. A linear
scaling of the SHG power with the volume of the microspheres
was recently reported in the regime where the microspheres
are transparent and resonant at the pump wavelength.13 This
common behavior suggests the presence of a fundamental
property that regulates the energy distribution of both the
pump and the SHG, presumably related to the property of the
mean path length invariance.4 This aspect represents an
interesting direction for future investigation. Another open
question is what happens to the slope of the SHG scaling with
the volume of the sample in assemblies built with nearly
monodisperse nanocubes as their size influences both the
scattering strength and the efficiency of the generation. Thanks
to their complementary properties, we propose LiNbO3
bottom-up assembled NDPM as a platform to study the
interplay of coherent nonlinear generation and multiple
scattering of light.11,40
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